
The point of this pillar is to identify all the key decision makers involved in the evaluation and buying process of the 
vendor’s solution, what they value the most from the proposed solution/project, and what key stakeholders from the 
vendor can help address them.

EXAMPLE

       Stakeholder: CIO
       Personal Value Driver: Wants strategic partnership & standardization
       Vendor Stakeholder/Sponsor: VP of Sales

KEY POINTS & QUESTIONS

       Clarity on who are the key Buying Influencers for each potential opportunity
       Understand what is important to each of them
       Assessment on whether they are currently Pro, Neutral, or Anti [vendor]
       How does this stakeholder measure success?
       What are their personal value drivers?
      How can [vendor] accelerate or enable their personal value drivers?
      Which [vendor] internal stakeholder is best aligned to this customer stakeholder?
       What action should the [seller] stakeholder take to the customer stakeholder to better align to their personal 
�      value drivers?
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The point of this pillar is to identify what initiatives the customer has, what business problems they have for this 
initiative, and what solutions from the vendor are going to solve that problem. Are we actually solving a problem or 
are we just trying to sell software?

EXAMPLE

       Initiative: Consolidate data centers
       Business Problem: Too much hardware for consolidation
       Propose Solution: Purpose built appliances to replace bulky outdated hardware

KEY POINTS & QUESTIONS

       Understands the customer’s business and their goals
       Understands the issues they face in meeting the goals of the business
       Understands the initiatives implemented to address the issues and reach their goals
       Are there specific projects in place to execute on the initiatives outlined?
       What are the names of these projects (in the customer’s own words) and what business problems are they solving?
       How do the [vendor] solutions uniquely address these problems?

This guide is designed to provide recommended coaching questions associated with each sales stage to help 
reps progress through the opportunity, avoid potential pushed deals, and over time, instill the right behaviors. 
Utilizing a common review process—with customer-centric questions—will help provide a consistent structure 
and set expectations with the team for regular pipeline review. 
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The point of this pillar is to identify: What is good for the customer and the vendor? What trades will be made in order 
to finalize the deal?

EXAMPLE

       What’s good for customer: Bundled implementation services
       What’s good for vendor: Closing by end of quarter
      Trades: Customer will serve as a reference to other customers at the next public event

KEY POINTS & QUESTIONS

       We know the “guardrails” around each item we want in the Deal
       We know what is important to the Customer and what they will most likely pressure us for

The point of this pillar is to identify what specific value drivers are relevant, if they have been quantified, and if the 
stakeholder has endorsed them (ideally that means they co-created the business case or helps quantify the value drivers).

KEY POINTS & QUESTIONS

       VALUE Proposition linked to the Customer’s Business Issues, Initiatives and Politics
       VALUE Proposition is in the Customer’s language (metrics that matter)
       Value Proposition is comprehensive, leveraging both qualitative value (e.g. customer success stories, differentiators �  
      and �competitive Battlecards based on Alternatives) and quantitative value (e.g. value drivers)
       VALUE Proposition is incremental to the Alternative (differentiation)
       VALUE Proposition is linked to our Sales Strategy
       Has the customer personally picked the value drivers?
       Has the customer helped co-create the business case and therefore endorse the projected value?

The point of this pillar is to identify what are the most realistic next best alternatives, what about these alternatives 
aligns to your customer stakeholder’s value drivers, and what are you doing to mitigate the risk of the alternative?

EXAMPLE

       Alternative: Do nothing
       Alignment to Stakeholder: Perceived as cheap and current state “works”
       Mitigate risk: Show quantified costs of “doing nothing” vs. proposal

KEY POINTS & QUESTIONS

       Potential alternatives are: Competitors, Do Nothing, Do it Themselves
       For each Opportunity, understand what is the Customer’s next best Alternative to [vendor]
       Ability to map Alternatives to the Customer’s Business Issues and Politics
       Assessment of what are the Strengths and Weaknesses of the Alternative
       Understand what is the Alternative’s expected Sales Strategy (if Competitor)

We have presented Options that increase the number of items that are “on the table”
We have prepared Trades in an interactive framework in advance for those expected demands (Your Price is too high)
Do you have a close/customer evaluation plan that has been endorsed by the customer? (with dates, targets, etc.)
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